
SUPER DOLCE

003047 - Sauce Pizza Super Dolce Fresh Basil
Super Premium SuperDolce gives your signature pizza sauce recipe the naturally sweetest, freshest, and most
intense tomato flavor available anywhere. Its super-intense flavor is way too special to dilute with water. (You
wouldnt add ice to fine red wine!?!) So while SuperDolce is spreadable straight from the can, if you prefer a juicier
finished sauce, consider blending-in 7/11 or Tomato Magic Ground Tomatoes for even greater aroma pop.
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Vine-ripened fresh tomatoes,
fresh basil leaves, salt and
naturally derived citric acid.

Free From:

Brand Manufacturer Product Category

SUPER DOLCE Stanislaus Food Products Vegetables, Canned & Frozen

MFG # SPC # GTIN Pack Pack Desc.

15271 003047 30071933152716 6 6 / cs

Gross Weight Net Weight Catch Weight Country of Origin Kosher Child Nutrition

47lb 40.9lb No USA Yes No

Shipping Information

Length Width Height Volume TIxHI Shelf Life Storage Temp From/To

18.5in 12.6in 7.25in 0.98ft3 8x7 730DAYS 55°F / 90°F

Handling tips to prevent sauce spoilage:  1) Always use
top quality seasonings, 2) Chill heated sauces as rapidly
as possible, 3) Keep open sauces refrigerated until use,
4) Never combine old and new sauce batches.
Stanislaus is proud to unconditionally guarantee the
quality of all our products -- every day, can after can,
year after year. We welcome your call at 800-327-7201!

To give sauces made with SuperDolce
even greater vine-fresh aroma "pop",
blend one to one with cans of 7/11
Ground Unpeeled Tomatoes.

For the freshest possible tomato flavor, blend
SuperDolce(r) with other Stanislaus tomato
products to achieve your ideal sauce
consistency. Try to avoid "cooking down"
tomato products to create a thicker sauce, or
"watering down" to make a thinner sauce --
both practices damage fresh flavor!
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